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Restrictions on the conl rol vector are a natural part of the problem speci-
hcation in many economic applications, e.g.. in macroeconomics a solti-
tion which yields a smooth instrumerl t path is more politicallacceptable
than a policy with erratic changes. Restrictions should, and usually do.
reduce the computations required to obtain a solution. McCarthy and
Palash have shown that restricting the control path to a polynomial func-
tion of time reduces the dimensionality ol a control problem the same way
that restricting distributed lageights to a polynomial reduces the dimen-
sionality in an estimation prohleni. This paper extends their work iii two
directions: (I)I show that restricting the control vector to a A degree
po!ynomial in time is equivalent to restricting the k + ILime difkrence
of the control vector to ierothis provides an easier and some hat more
intuitive stay to impose exact polvnoniial restrictions: and (2) I allow the
restriction on the k+
adillirence to he "stochastic'' which onI' lorces
the solution to lie in a hand about the restriction.
SectionIpresents the two exact restriction procedures and shows
that they are equivalent. Section II devdops the stochastic restrictions
and a measure of the marginal cost of the restriction. Section III reports
SOfl1Ctest results from applying the restrictions using the M PS model as
a constraint.
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Ieder,uI Reserve Ssicm fur iheii hcl1i iii L0iIitiiliiLttii,',,e 1,Ot(itli)iis,,intt the reterecs for
their eonlnlenis.
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The technique McCarthY anil PilacIi sLtL'L'estis to resirki theti
path of the coiitrol2 u(1) to the A degree polvnoniial
mc
u(i) = (11', f
where iis the1h time period iii the control hori,onal)d the(1, arC the
parameters of the polynomial. When the degree of the Polynomial.
A
less than the length of the control horizon F, only A - Iparameters (the
a1) arc needed to determine the F +Icontrols. In essence the
COntrols
are the a and the u(1) are simply another CndOt!enous variablein the
model. As a result the dimensions in the control problemare reduced
from T + Ito k +I or by F - A.
An alternative way to impose the same restrictionIS to lorce the
A + V difference of the control to he zero. For example, theA+-Idif-





Substituting the kth degree polvnarnial for zi(1- /) gives:
That is, restricting the k+
1n
time-difference of the controlpath to zero
is equivalent to constraining thecontrol path to lieon a k degree poty
nomial function of time. Setting equation(2) equal to zero andrearrang- ing gives the entire control pathas a function of the A+Iinitial con- ditions,
(4) i(i) = )
±
L1i0(t) 0.....A.
The control problem isagain reduced to A-+I dimensions, except using (4) the parameters whichmust be found are the lirsi A-+ Ivalues of the control, jjO(j)
The differenc!ngprocedure may have twotrivial advantages Over
polynomial restrictions incomputing Openloop Solutionsto nonlineir










shows the slope of the loss surface evaluated at a given weightW? The
3Schillcr argues also that our priors arc better about the desired smoothness ot the
process than tliearc about the de rec ol the polynom al restriction
4Shiller proposed this technique to estimate distributed lag iseights.
5The marginal Cost of the constraint can he approximated numerically by
(nun + - nun
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control problems using gradient techniques: (I) the "guesses'' for the ini-
tial control values arc likely to he closer to the iterated solutton values
than the guesses for the unituitive polynomial parameters? and (2) since
the difference equation is recursive in the parameters (lagged values)
while the polynomial is notk(h +1 )/2 tune periods of model simula-
tion can he saved each time a gradient is computed.
II. "Siocnssiu''' RIs1RPrTloNs
S
C The major advantage to writing the restriction in difference form
S (which was pointed out byShiller)4is that the restrictions can he easily
C transformed to a stochastic form by not forcing the restriction to hold
exactly. Adding an error term to (4) gives
'u(t) =
Shiller assumes the error is distributed with a zero mean and constant
variance j. in the deterministic control problem the error is not stochas-
tic; instead itis the deviation from a smoothed path or an error from
approximating the true minimiiing control function with a low-order
Taylor series expansion.
The stochastic restriction can be added to the original loss function
L(u) as:
LR=L(u) +ii ('u(t) ).
0 The restricted loss function forces the k ±10difference of the controls
to lie in a band around zero; the larger the penalty weight. w.the smaller
the band width. Each element of the control vector isstill independent.
however, since the restriction only concentrates the loss in the k + I
parameter space of the difference equation hut does notreduceitto
exactlyk ±I dimensions.
The marginal cost of the constraint.
I..Xu(t)(IU(1)>0
au(z) dwmarginal cost should riot helarge unless there Is an CCt)Fft)illiLIiiStific.ito
for notrelaxingthe constraint.
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Tlssect)nprcsent; theresultslr.irii tet runs uang Cxkjdii1r.
enec or stochastic restrictions.
Ihe restrictions were tested using altia(lra ticloss lunc(o11that
penalizes positive deviationsiiiuneriiPlo Went (u) from the "natural
rate Of 4.percent aiid deviations in the inflation rate ( p
-the rate of
change of the G NI' dellator) from 2.) percent Over theteIve_qLiart
horizon 691 7llV.
7 liv
(8) L = 2(u4.8)-F(/) - 2.5).
The M PS (1970 version) quarterly ecorloriletric modelas used as a con.
straint. The exogenous variahles scre set at theit historicalvalues6except
for the control variable, the log of M Ihich was chosen ton)injmt,e the
loss function (8) subject to the exact Or stochastic restrictions Weused
a conjugate gradient algorithmto determine the direction anda linear
search to lind the best step-size at each iteration in (he optimitatjon
Table I shows the solutiontimes6and iterations. Table 2 showsthe
(ItJtime
Started from suiooihedlogiIpathallotherssortedtroin historicalNI Ipah **SflhIImaimurn step-si/c and perlurhaoriorderoiusc calculation ***Siirtd from soluiionpathotioni 1(11)
6\o residualss%ere used.
71-orarnpIc see Kosalit andosborne
tAllijuIajjon5sere done or)an11551 37(1 niiodel OS
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control path for the groth rate of M I.The exact restrictions arc that
the second or third difference of log of M I (2 LM I..X LM I) is tero
which implies a constant money growth rate or a constant rate oi change
of the money growth rate. The stochastic restrictions consist of a weight
(w) on the second or third difference of log(M I) which penalizes deriva-
tions from a constant money growth rate or a constant rate of change in
the money growth rate.
The results are close to what was anticipated. On average the exact
restrictions took less CPU time since the computation of the gradient at
each iteration took less time.9 The lower dimension of the gradient did
not reduce the number of iterations, however, as it would have in a linear-
quadratic problem where the niaximum iterations is given b' the dimen-
sion of the control vector.'9
Relaxing the constraint by lowering the weight (it) genera llv reduced
the loss furthermore, the marginal cost of the constraint was very low
across a wide range of weights - weights between lOOK and 25K gave
very similar solutionsas long as the constrant was binding. This is
encouraging because within this range the solution seems reasonable.
Removing the constraint produces a large drop in the loss, but a politi-
cally unacceptable solution (column 4, table 2) arid a solution which
probably drives the model into an unreliable region.
The tables do not indicate dominance by either technique. In fact,
there are a number of inconsistencies which again shov that one must be
careful when applying gradient techniques to large nonlinear (and non-
There a tied set-up time For each gradient calcuIaton and since the problem is non-
linear the conseruenec is not uniform so that the CPU timesaries hetssecn iterations
'°Sej'osval,k and Osborne. p. 40.
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691 2.4 -4.15 2.4') 20.67
6911 7.74 5.53 7.93 34.63
69111 5.60 7.53 2. 17
691V 5.55 75 392
701 . 6 93 6.27 3.96
7011 3.35 3.29 2.03
70111 4.17 4.93 5.63
701V 3.5! 5.24 7.79
7I 5.11 5.64 I .55
7111 6.53 6.14 4.63
7111! 7.35 6.53 0.32
7l1V 7.74 7.5! 6.13 3.14convex) problems. The algorithms may converge rapidly, hut to a local
minimum (e.g. w = 50K) or they may find a direction in which the loss
function is very steep and converge rapidlto the proper minimum (e.g.
= 25K, w = 100). Consequently average performances are a better in.
dicator than any single run
The inconsistencies also point to some numerical problems Relax.
ing the constraint by increasing the degree of the dtfkrence restriction
(from two to three) resulted in an increase in the loss in two of three
cases.'' For the stochastic restrictions the solutions were very closeto
the comparable second difference runs. Since the marginal cost of the
restriction is low for weights in this region (25Kto tOOK) not much im-
provement-- -but, not a decrease in performance- -should have beenex-
pected. In the case of the exact restriction the increase in the losswas
substantially larger, and we only found a convergent solution aftercon-
siderable experimentation'2 which is an indication of numericalproblems
The numerical accuracy of solutions were tested usinga zero func-
tion.'3 We chose the solution paths from the exactsecond-order ditlerence
restriction (constant money growth) run as a target pathand tested
whether the diflèrent restricted experiments could "zero'this loss func-
tion (theoretically they could). The stochastic restrictionsand the exact
second difference restriction reached a minimum of 0.02while the loss
from the exact third difference restrictionwas around 2.2. confirmingour
suspicion of numerical difficulties.
lv. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented heresuggest that constraints on the control
path, either exact or stochastic, reducethe time required tocompute a
control solution; and what is probablymore important, they constrain
the solution to the region in whichthe model is a betterapproximation of the true economicstructure. However, the results alsoindicate that
neither technique can be appliedmechanicly with much hope of obtain-
ing reasonable results. Theexact restrictions appear to bemore sensitive
to numeric problems, hut cheaperto compute.
Univer.cjt' ofCalifornia Berkek'i
Since the original runswe triedaI)av,don. Fktct,er. Posellalgorithmtith the hope that Information in the Hessianwouldeliminate sonic of thelflcons,sciiç Unfortunately the results essentially parallelthe results in tabjeI '2Tofind a solution we snioniliedthe starting path ands'Jcecssivels reduced the mai. mum step-siteandperturbations sue for the gratientealculatio,, until the algorithmcon- verged and stillit converged to the relat,velpoor minimum Cutting the siep.siie and perturbations further also gaveexplosive solutions i3S.e Ando.Norman and Palash formore detail
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